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Learning, knowledge, research, insight: welcome to the world of UBC Library , the second-largest
academic research library in Canada. There are currently two methods of off-campus access :
EZProxy EZProxy allows users to access Library electronic resources from off-campus. There is
no need to. What browsers are supported? EZproxy is browser independent, i.e., all browsers
should work with EZproxy . What do I have to do to use EZproxy ?
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Please be advised that library books borrowed over the summer vacation will still need renewing
throughout the summer. For more details please go to the: The library uses EZProxy to enable
you to access library e-resources from off campus * When searching library e-resources EZProxy
detects when you need to log in and.
Individual Online Resources. EZProxy and Shibboleth are used by CSU Libraries . Click a CSU
Libraries link to an online resource; Log in with your CSU eID .
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University of Wisconsin Press requires the following database definition in config. txt: Title
University of Wisconsin Press URL http://www.uwpress.org/ Individual Online Resources.
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